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THE TECHNOLOGY

Electronically Dimmable Windows (EDWs)

SUCCESS STORY

1987

First automatically 

dimming rearview mirrors 

with electrochromic (EC) 

technology for automobiles

2005 

First dimmable aircraft 

windows engineered

2022 

More than 80,000 EDWs 

shipped to date

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT  

GEN 1 GEN 2 GEN 3

Boeing 787s Boeing 787 Boeing 777x
Airbus

10x Darker* 
2x Faster*

100x Darker* 
4x Faster*

*than Gen 1

Gentex EDWs employ a proprietary EC 

gel layer (1), which is laminated between 

two transparent substrates (2). The 

interior surfaces of these substrates are 

coated with a transparent conductive 

material (3), and an electric current is 

passed across this EC gel creating an 

electrochemical reaction (4). Applying 

this small electrical DC voltage across 

the gel causes it to darken, while 

removing the voltage allows the gel to 

return to its natural, transparent state.
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Gentex is the world leader in electrochromic 

(auto dimming) technology, designing and 

manufacturing over 40 million dimmable 

products annually. We are the leading 

supplier of electronically dimmable windows 

(EDWs) for the aerospace industry.
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PASSENGER BENEFITS
For higher passenger comfort 

+ Cuts sunlight glare 

+ Still affords an outside view 

+ Infinitely variable states of darkening 

+ Seamless passenger control 

+ Reduced acoustic transmission 

OEM BENEFITS
For increased operating efficiency

+  Proven reliability with 10+ million  

flight hours (MTBF)

+ Highly durable and easy to maintain

+  Flexibility due to centralized  

control option

+  FAA compliant for emergency  

exit integration

+  Greatest dynamic light transmission 

range 

+ Reduced cabin heat load 

CONTROL
Individual passenger control or centralized control by the cabin crew for the desired 
in-flight environment

DIMMING PARTITIONS 
Gentex dimming partitions offer functional and design improvements over 
traditional systems.

+  Reliability of EDWs in the 10+ million 

flight hours (MTBF)

+  Electronics control unit offers option 

of discreet control or full integration 

to cabin management system

+  Can be designed for blackout-only, 

with frosted layer and additional 

branding or illumination.

1. Interior Wall Strcture

2.  Dimmable Window Shade  
Integrated Assembly

3. Laminated Glass Dust Cover

4.  Cap Touch Passenger Control 
Interface (PCI)

5. Aircraft Hull/Outer Skin

6.  Shroud/Foam Surround Structure

7.  Electrically Dimmable Window  
(EDW) Shade

8. Structural Cabin Pressure Pane

9. Cap Touch/EDW Controller

10.  Ship-Side Power/Cabin Management 
System Wiring Pigtail

INTEGRATION 

B787 777x AIRBUS



THE TECHNOLOGY
Gentex manufactures glass laminates using a special laminating technique 

that allows us to produce ultra-thin laminated glass sheets. Our glass is 

chemically tempered, which makes the final product incredibly strong and 

almost impossible to scratch.

BENEFITS OVER POLYCARBONATE
Our glass laminates have many advantages over polycarbonate. Not  

only do they have a luxurious look and feel, but our glass for the aviation 

industry outperforms polycarbonate in every aspect.

Chemically Strengthened Glass Laminates Emerging technologies 

PRODUCTS

Lenses 

Ultra-thin and ultra-light glass which is 

scratch-resistant, custom-made, and 

curved in the radius required

Mirrors 

Ultra-thin and ultra-light glass applied to 

an airplane mirror providing unparalleled 

optical quality

Wood

Ultra-thin veneer between glass, which 

is fire resistant for a stunning finish and 

appearance of the aircraft interior

SAFETY AND QUALITY
Deployed in OEM products, our 

specially developed, lightweight aircraft 

glass solutions help them pass the 

rigorous standards set by the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA), European 

Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), 

International Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO) and the airline industry.

Our solutions meet and exceed the 

specifications of leading aircraft 

manufacturers and their subcontractors 

in terms of preventing smoke, fire, 

toxicity, and other potential effects.

Iris scanning
Use cases: 

+ Crew identification
+ Cockpit access security

Chemical Sensing
Use case:

+  Identify explosive or incendiary  

components during the boarding process

Boarding

Iris scanning
Use cases: 

+ Provide passenger-specific travel information

+ Access to personal entertainment accounts

+ Auto-payment for in-flight purchases

After seated

Particulate Sensing
Use case:

+  Monitor cabin air quality while detecting smoke,  

vape and other airborne contaminants

Smart Lighting
Use case:

+  Track the flight crew, selectively illuminating task  

areas without bothering passengers

+  Track passenger activities while seated and  

automatically optimize seat lighting for reading,  

eating, and working

In the air

Pre-Boarding

Ultra Strong LightWeight Scratch 
Resistant

Anti-Static Noise Reducing UV Resistant Anti-Bacterial Eco-Friendly

Gentex aims to provide all the options which give glass an edge over 

other materials in the market by implementing new technologies  

and providing a dynamic array of solutions. Our intention is not just 

to co-develop a substitution for polycarbonate materials with our 

clients, but also to add new technology in the glass itself and, in effect, 

create a new market standard.

Gentex is working to evolve its core technologies for  

aerospace to enhance security, comfort, and convenience. 
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